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‘I just write what I have to write’.1 The artistic credo of George Lloyd (1913-1998)
conveys the directness and emotional honesty of his music. He wrote in a traditional
idiom enriched by a close study of selected models, Verdi and Berlioz chief among them.
His music is not derivative, however. It is distinctive and written with integrity. There
is a remarkable consistency to his output, most of which was created spontaneously and
without the incentive of a commission. He was fortunate enough to discover his
individual and versatile musical voice at an early age. The deceptively artless quality of
his scores stems from a rigorous grounding in composition techniques.
George Lloyd was born in St Ives, Cornwall on 28 June 1913. His father had refined
literary and musical tastes with a broad knowledge of Italian opera and his mother
played the violin and viola. Overlooking St Ives’ Bay, the family house included a large
artist’s studio where chamber music was played regularly. Persistent rheumatic fever
prevented George from attending school until he was twelve. After two years at a
preparatory school in Falmouth, he left and subsequently received an exclusively
musical education.
He started to learn the violin at the age of five and was a pupil of the violinist Albert
Sammons for six years. His talent as an instrumentalist allowed him to participate in
local musical events from concerts to more convivial gatherings: a 1930 newspaper
report of a ‘social in the Zennor schoolroom’ observed that ‘Mr George Lloyd played
the violin and dancing was indulged in’.2
He began composing when he was ten. A rigorous musical training ensued, including
lessons in counterpoint from C. H. Kitson and composition studies with Harry Farjeon.
The writer of a newspaper article announcing the debut of Lloyd’s First Symphony did
not exaggerate when remarking that ‘this young composer (he is only 19) has been a
serious student of the musical art for years’.3
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The First Symphony was premiered in 1932 by the composer with the Penzance
Orchestral Society. He also directed the work’s first professional performance on 29
November of the following year at the Winter Gardens, Bournemouth with the
Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra due to the support of the orchestra’s conductor, Sir
Dan Godfrey. In March 1934 Lloyd premiered his Second Symphony with the
Eastbourne Municipal Orchestra.
He came to national prominence with his first opera, Iernin (1933-1934), featuring a
libretto by his father, William Lloyd. Based on a Cornish legend, the opera was first
performed at The Pavilion, Penzance on 5 November 1934, conducted by the
composer. In the audience was Frank Howes, music critic of The Times, who was on
holiday in the area. His review for the newspaper declared that Lloyd ‘showed the rarest
of all qualities in a British composer, an almost unerring perception of what the stage
requires’.4 This endorsement led to Iernin being performed by the New English Opera
Company at London’s Lyceum Theatre in London in June 1935. It was a sell-out for
three weeks.
John Ireland, another admirer of the opera, introduced Lloyd to Edward Clark, who
organised contemporary music broadcasts for the BBC. Clark arranged for a broadcast
performance of Lloyd’s Third Symphony in 1935. This premiere, by the BBC
Symphony Orchestra conducted by the composer, took place in a concert of
contemporary music in London on 29 November 1935.5
The following year, whilst holidaying in Switzerland, George met Nancy Juvet. They
were married on 22 January 1937. Nancy’s love and support throughout six decades of
marriage was to prove pivotal to her husband’s continued creativity and indeed to his
very survival.
4
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Frank Howes,
, 7 November 1934, p.14.
Also on the programme, conducted by Warwick Braithwaite, was the comedy overture
by Bernard van
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Lloyd’s second opera, The Serf, was first performed by the English Opera Company at
Covent Garden in London on 20 October 1938 and subsequently in Liverpool and
Glasgow. William Lloyd supplied the libretto, setting the story in Yorkshire at the time
of King Stephen. It was a success with the public but the composer disliked the
production conducted by Albert Coates. A review in The Stage newspaper described
the opera as ‘an impressive achievement’ which was ‘full of promise for the future’.6
This prospect of even greater musical attainment was about to be shattered.
When war broke out in September 1939 Lloyd joined the Royal Marines as a bandsman.
In 1942 he served as a radio signaller on Arctic convoys to Murmansk on the cruiser
HMS Trinidad. During one of these convoys the ship was struck by one of its own
malfunctioning torpedoes. An oil tank was ruptured and the transmitting station which
Lloyd was helping to operate filled with oil. There were heavy casualties and he was
almost drowned. He was mentally and physically traumatised to the extent that his
doctors believed he would never recover. Nancy Lloyd refused to accept this verdict
and slowly nursed her husband back to health.
Convalescing at Nancy’s lakeside home at Neuchatel, Switzerland, Lloyd gradually
began to write music again. In 1946 he completed the substantial Fourth Symphony.
Despite a hope expressed in the musical press that ‘the [British] Council will make a
special effort to help that brilliant composer, George Lloyd, who has just written a new
symphony’,7 it did not receive a performance at the time. Neither did the Fifth which
followed in 1948.

THE LYRITA RECORDED EDITION TRUST
ITTER BROADCAST COLLECTION
Richard Itter had a life-long fascination with recording and he habitually acquired
professional equipment for disc and tape recording even for solely private use. From his
home in Burnham he was able to receive a good signal from the BBC Wrotham
transmitter, which was constructed in 1951 and began broadcasting VHF/FM on 2
May 1955. His domestic recordings from BBC transmissions (including Proms,
premieres, operas, symphonies and chamber music – more than 1500 works in total),
date from 1952-1996. Everything was initially recorded on magnetic tape, but up to
1955 particularly important performances were transferred to acetate disc. These fragile
discs were never played and have remained in excellent condition, as have the majority
of the tapes which make up the bulk of the collection. In 2014 the Lyrita Recorded
Edition Trust begun to transfer this priceless archive and has put in place formal
agreements with the BBC and the Musicians Union to enable the release of items from
it to the public.

After returning to England, Lloyd won an Arts Council commission to compose an
opera for the Carl Rosa Company to tour around the country during the Festival of
Britain in 1951. The resulting stage work, John Socman, featured another libretto by
his father, this time telling the story of a Wiltshire soldier returning from Agincourt.
The production, which premiered in Bristol on 15 May 1951, was ruined by artistic
6
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Edward Downes was a man of the theatre who understood instinctively Lloyd’s
inherently operatic sensibility. In his interpretations of both symphonies featured in this
release the outer movements are tautly dramatic and impulsive. By contrast, the slow
movements are wonderfully spacious and unhurried, their climaxes unerringly placed.
In the mid-1930s Stuart Fletcher wrote with remarkable prescience, ‘… George Lloyd’s
music, I believe, will … come into its own, for though it is as clever as you like in
craftsmanship there are no signs in it of that sophisticated shame of emotional
expression that has devitalised so much post-war music’.18 It took more than four
decades for this prediction to come true. That it happened at all is attributable mainly
to Edward Downes. Here, then, is a timely reminder of that fine conductor’s
committed and enterprising advocacy.
© Paul Conway, 2017

Also Available by George Lloyd on Lyrita
Symphony No. 4, No. 5, No. 8 Philharmonia Orchestra, Edward Downes ……….….. SRCD2258
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David J. Brown, ‘Review’,
(June-September 1987), No.161/162, p.102.
Stuart Fletcher, ‘George Lloyd and his opera “Iernin”’,
1935, p.211.

differences between conductor and director. Lloyd was too physically exhausted to deal
effectively with this draining off-stage rivalry. Shortly after this debacle William Lloyd
died and George’s health collapsed again.
He left London with his wife Nancy and together they bought a small cottage with an
acre of land at Folke, near Sherborne in Dorset and began to earn a living as market
gardeners. After growing and selling carnations they then took up mushroom farming.
During these years of self-imposed exile Lloyd continued to write music, rising at
4.30am in order to put in three hours’ composition before the working day.
Consequently, when the Lloyds sold their smallholding in 1973 and returned to
London, they brought with them a portfolio containing 20 years’ worth of scores.
Lloyd’s music had not been entirely ignored during those two decades. The BBC West
Region relayed cut versions of Iernin and John Socman, in 1955 and 1956, respectively.
In 1964, Charles Groves, then conductor of the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra, programmed Lloyd’s First Piano Concerto Scapegoat (1963), with the
work’s dedicatee John Ogdon as soloist. The concerto was subsequently performed in
Bournemouth, Glasgow and London, broadcast on 20 September 1967 on the BBC
World Service and even played in Berlin by the RIAS orchestra in 1974.8
A friendship forged with Ogdon had far-reaching consequences. Lloyd assisted with the
orchestration of the pianist-composer’s own Piano Concerto and Ogdon recorded for
EMI Lloyd’s single-movement piano piece African Shrine shortly after giving its first
performance in 1969. In the same year Ogdon took the score of Lloyd’s Eighth
Symphony to the BBC and had it accepted. Eight years elapsed before it was broadcast.
In the meantime Lloyd had found another champion of his music in conductor Edward
Downes (1924-2009), who had been a repetiteur at the disastrous premiere of John
Socman. Downes conducted the first performance of Lloyd’s Eighth Symphony (1961,
orchestrated 1965) with the BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra, broadcast on Radio

, September
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3 on 4 July 1977. Many listeners were stopped in their tracks by the work’s melodic
strength and imaginative scoring. This turning point in the composer’s fortunes
marked the beginning of the public’s demand for performances and recordings of his
music.
In the succeeding five years Downes tirelessly promoted and disseminated Lloyd’s
works. He conducted the first public performance of the Eighth Symphony in
Southwell Minster in May 1978. Premieres of the Fifth and Seventh took place in 1979
and the Sixth made its debut in 1980. In the following year Downes recorded the
Fourth, Fifth and Eighth with the Philharmonia Orchestra for Lyrita.9 Also in 1981 he
premiered the Fourth at the Cheltenham Festival and programmed the Sixth at the
Proms on 21 July with the BBC Philharmonic. This first appearance of the composer’s
music at the celebrated summer music festival was the crowning glory of Downes’s
support, but he went on to premiere Lloyd’s Ninth and Tenth Symphonies in 1982 and
in the same year conducted a broadcast studio performance of the complete John
Socman. In 1983 he premiered Lloyd’s Second Piano Concerto with soloist Martin
Roscoe. Martin Anderson recalls the BBC’s then Controller of Music Robert
Ponsonby virtually complaining that every time the Corporation broadcast a Lloyd
work he was ‘submerged by letters from delighted listeners’.10
Inspired by his new-found popularity, Lloyd took up the baton himself. In 1986 he
went to Albany, New York to conduct the first performance of his Eleventh Symphony
(1985) with the Albany Symphony Orchestra. He also wrote his Twelfth Symphony
(1989) for the orchestra. Other products of a glorious Indian summer of creativity
include Royal Parks, used as the test piece for the 1985 European Brass Band
Championship; the Symphonic Mass, conducted by the composer at the 1993 Brighton
Festival; the tone poems Floating Cloud (1993) and The Dying Tree (1994) and a cello
concerto (1997).

Marked Agitato, this finale provides satisfying dynamic contrast. There is an impressive
unwinding of the principal thematic material, broken down into its components before
muted strings begin a chilling accelerando that builds to a climax of almost corporeal
density. A beautiful epilogue of Straussian amplitude ensues and, hesitantly, the ticking
xylophone from the first movement breaks through the texture. The disquieting,
nihilistic ending sees the music gradually fading away to silence. This is the complete
antithesis of the composer’s customarily exuberant conclusions. He admitted it was
‘the closest’ he ever came ‘to the non-affirmative’.15
It is tempting to assume that something more personal than the Proserpine legend lies
behind Lloyd’s Seventh Symphony. Surely it is here rather than in the B major serenity
of the Fourth Symphony that Lloyd grappled with his horrific wartime experiences and
gave artistic expression to his inner torment. In any event he identified so closely with
the score that it affected his mental health: ‘I could never make up my mind whether I
wanted to die because I had written Proserpine or I had written the symphony because
I wanted to die. I was in a dreadful stew and I got lugged off to hospital …’.16
The symphony’s predominantly tragic tone is uncharacteristic, but in many respects it
is representative of the cycle. Lloyd’s big tunes, powerful climaxes and rich
orchestration are all present but in this case the tunes have a gripping intensity, the
climaxes an overwhelming force and the orchestral colours, though luminous as ever,
are a salient part of the musical narrative. The stakes are higher and this makes all the
difference.
Lloyd’s Seventh Symphony garnered high praise. The strongest accolade appeared in
the Tempo journal: ‘I have not the slightest doubt that this tremendous Symphony
should force anyone who cares about the European symphonic tradition to take Lloyd
seriously as major contributor to it’.17
15
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section. Angular, falling phrases for clarinet precede a crescendo set in motion by
winding strings. A moto perpetuo passage is initiated by solo flute, soon joined by the
rest of the orchestra. The closely-argued musical narrative gives rise to a massive tutti
climax. As this subsides, the music sinks back down into the introductory material.
The movement closes quietly on the strings.
The beautifully orchestrated central Largo represents Proserpine as the Goddess of
Death and the movement is headed by a quotation from Swinburne’s poem The Garden
of Proserpine:
‘Pale, beyond porch and portal
Crowned with calm leaves, she stands
Who gathers all things mortal
With cold immortal hands’
Bare, exposed lines for clarinets, bassoons and violas launch the movement in an
atmosphere of uneasy calm. An important solo clarinet theme accompanied by
murmuring strings and harp is taken up in turn by the oboe, violins and horn. The
weightless, Rosenkavalier-ish harmonies on high woodwind, celesta and harp that cap
the final pages anticipate similar passages in Lloyd’s last symphonies and the Symphonic
Mass of 1992.
The closing movement is concerned with what Lloyd describes as ‘the desperate side of
our lives’.14 A further quotation from Swinburne’s poem appears at the head of the
movement:
‘And all dead years draw thither
And all disastrous things;
Dead dreams that snows have shaken,
Wild leaves that winds have taken,
Red strays of ruined springs’
14
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Having suffered heart problems for a year, George Lloyd died at University College
Hospital, Marylebone, London, on 3 July 1998. A service was held a week later at
Golder’s Green crematorium. His last work, the Requiem, written in memory of Diana,
the Princess of Wales, was completed shortly before his death and premiered on 1 April
2000 at St Barnabas Church, Oxford as part of that year’s Oxford Contemporary Music
Festival.
Lloyd became a symphonist despite himself. When he was in his twenties he seemed
destined to be a composer of operas and it is likely that, had the vicissitudes of war not
intervened, he would have written music for the stage exclusively. There are strong
traces in the symphonies of what might have been: the intensely lyrical, cantabile nature
of the writing; the intermezzo-like movements; the opera buffa qualities of the finales and
the feeling for the long line which runs through those supple and sweeping melodies all
denote a born opera composer. In the event his operatic aspirations were cruelly cut
short and it is to his courageous, life-affirming twelve symphonies that we must look to
chart his development, recovery and eventual triumph.
The Sixth Symphony (1956) is scored for modest forces: triple woodwind including
piccolo, cor anglais and bass clarinet, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones,
timpani, percussion, harp and strings. The premiere was given by Downes and the
BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra in the BBC studio performance presented here
which was recorded on 31 December 1980 and broadcast on Radio 3 on 7 May 1981.
A neo-classical elegance and gestural economy is evident from the opening bars.
Dispensing with an introduction, the Allegro first movement plunges straight in with a
brisk staccato theme on strings and lower woodwinds. A stalking, syncopated rising
figure on lower strings, bassoons and bass clarinet is countered by another leading
theme on first violins covering two octaves. Also featured in these expository opening
pages is a sequence beginning with a four-chord phrase for wind marked ‘dolce
cantabile’. The rest of this well-proportioned movement is a rigorous working out of
this initial thematic group with constantly varied orchestration. Eventually shadows fall
REAM.1135
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over the score, disrupting the music’s fluent progress but the halting conclusion is
insouciantly charming, deconstructing the material to its constituent gestures.
Understated and ineffably moving, the central Adagio is cast in the simplest of forms,
being a juxtaposition of two lyrical themes. Beneath the surface beauty of the tender
opening F minor theme lurks a gentle melancholy. The cor anglais sings a plaintive
second melody and then dives down into a dark episode with anguished low-lying wind
chords with stopped horns. Persistent woodwind triplets propel the movement towards
its exquisite conclusion in which a yearning upwards appoggiatura on cor anglais is
resolved by the harp.
The closing Vivace successfully combines elements of scherzo and finale. In the opening
section rapid flourishes on the flute, marked ‘brillante’, are answered by a wistful motif
in the violins and both these principal ideas are explored further. An extended version
of the wind chords from the opening movement appears before the arrival of a third
main theme. Brisk and earthy, this resembles a traditional Cornish tune which runs
counter to the composer’s oft-expressed aversion to indigenous folk music. More
virtuosic writing for flute dominates the central episode. A hair-raising, flutter-tongued
trumpet trill ushers in the final tutti restatement of the rustic tune before the brilliant
coda. In this brief and climactic rounding off, the symphony’s ‘motto’ subject in the
form a series of wind chords is transformed into a brassy cadential sequence before the
emphatic closing gesture.
Lloyd’s characteristically laconic and low-key notes states that the symphony aims to be
‘concise, bright and lively with a minimum of development’.11 This is rather misleading.
The ‘bright and lively’ description fits the breezy finale but there are also unmistakably
dark undercurrents in the second half of the opening Allegro and the central slow
movement plumbs sincere emotional depths. A ‘minimum of development’ won’t
suffice either as an objective for a score whose ideas are constantly evolving: no theme
or motif is repeated in exactly the same instrumentation or form.
11

Liner notes to Albany Records TROY 015-2.

Though not on the grand scale of its symphonic neighbours, Lloyd’s compact and
graceful Sixth Symphony is easily the best of his shorter examples in the genre. It makes
a perfect introduction to his music. No wonder the consummate Adagio featured in the
composer’s 80th birthday interview on the Classic FM radio station and was also played
at his cremation service at Golder’s Green in 1998.
If the Sixth is intimate and subtle, its successor is epic and audacious. The Seventh
Symphony was written in 1957-9 and orchestrated in the summer of 1974.
Substantial forces are required, consisting of triple woodwind, including piccolo, cor
anglais and bass clarinet, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, timpani,
xylophone, percussion (requiring four players), celesta, harp and strings. It was
premiered on 15 September 1979 by the BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Edward Downes at the BBC studio performance featured on this release.
The work was influenced by the story of the Greek mythological figure of Proserpine,
which, the composer wrote, ‘seems to tell us something about the human condition of
having one foot on this earth and another somewhere else – wherever that may be’.12
The score is prefaced by a modified quotation from A Classical Dictionary edited by John
Lempriere and printed in 1788: ‘Proserpine, a daughter of Ceres and Jupiter, was so
beautiful that the father of the gods himself became enamoured of her. She made Sicily
the place of her residence and delighted herself with the views, the flowery meadows
and limpid streams which surround the plain of Enna. In this solitary retreat, as she
amused herself with her female attendants in gathering flowers, Pluto carried her away
into the infernal regions, of which she became the queen.’
According to the composer the first movement shows Proserpine as ‘the joyful, dancing
side of life’.13 A Misterioso introduction sets out the main thematic material, which starts
with a dry, ticking xylophone ostinato and includes a dancing theme with a manic edge
and a stern horn call. These ideas are explored further in the ensuing Vivo ma leggiero
12
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